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The extensive foiests have long been the seat of important
saw milling industries particularly in the Huon Valley where
one of the finest eucalypt forests in the Commonwealth
formerly existed This industry has revived in response to
the growing need for forest products The manufacture of
writing and kraft papers has been established at Burnie and
of newsprint at Boyer on the upper Derwent
The ancient rocks of the island are extremely rich in
minerals Almost every known mineral occurs somewhere
on the west side but the silver lead zinc of the Mount Read
Rosebery district and the copper ores of Mount Lyell are
the most important The tin deposits of Mount Bischoff are
now almost exhausted but mining for this metal is earned
on in the granite country of the north east Coal is found in
many places in the island but generally the seams are thin
or the coal of poor quality
The comparative poverty of the coal areas howevei has
not proved a great deterrent to the island s industry because
of the natural ad\antages it possesses for the geneiation of
hydro electricity The lakes of the Central Plateau the
drainage from which falls from 1 800 feet to sea level within
50 miles of the plateau provide ideal conditions for powei
plants The waters of the Great Lake are led by canal and
pipe lines to Waddawana in the Ouse Valley and the energy
there developed is transmitted to Hobart 60 miles away
where the power is used in several important industries of
which the electrolytic zinc works at R^sdon are the most
notable Anothei scheme at Tarraleah now utilizes the
water of Lake St Clair and a third at Butler's Gorge is in
construction Metal refining manufacturing industries in
various parts of the State and the metallurgical industries
at Queenstown on the west coast receive then power from
these plants

